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OI{ TORSIONTESS SUBGROUPS OF INFINITELY
GEI{ERATED FUCHSIAhI GROUPS

PEKKA TUKIA

A very useful property of finitely generated Fuchsian groups is that such a

group always contains a normal subgroup of finite index with no elliptic elements.

In this paper we prove an analogous result for infinitely generated Fuchsian groups.

Obviously, in this case rwe cannot always find a torsionless subgroup of finite inderx

but it turns out that a very pleasant analogy exists. We also determine when there

exists a torsionless normal subgroup of finite index.

Let G be a finitely generated Fuchsian group. Essentially, all proofs of the

fact that G contains a normal subgroup of finite index without elliptic elements use

the following method. One can find a finite group Fand a homomorphism E: G*F
such that q-t(e)cG is torsionless (e is the neutral element of F). Then N:E-'(e)
is necessarily of finite index in G and does not contain elliptic elements. ln 12, 3, 5l

and [9, Chapter IV.10] the proof was based on a description of G in terms of gen-

erators and relations. In contrast, Selberg [6] considered G as a subgroup of the

group of real or complex nXn mattices. Thus the theorem is, in fact, true for all
finitely generated matrix groups, and also for Kleinian groups' Originally, the

theorem for finitely generated Fuchsian groups was a conjecture of W. Fenchel.

Our method is in spirit like the first method, and it is based on the results of

[7, 8], especially on the fact that if a Fuchsian group has a non-compact orbit space,

then G is a free product of finite or infinite cyclic groups. If it were possible to gen-

eralize Selberg's method, we would have results for countable matrix groups.

We need not assume that the elements of the groups we are considering are

orientation preserving. Therefore, in the following Theorem, a Fuchsian group is

a discrete group of orientation preserving or reversing Möbius transformations of
g:{zQC: Imz=O}. The limit set of a Fuchsian group G is denoted bV L(A.
Then Z(G)cÅu{-i.

Theorem. Let G be a Fuchsian group such that G does not contain refl.ections

and tlrut UIG is non-compqct. Then there is a torsionless normal subgroup NcG
such that:

(i) If s<G, there is n>0 such that g'(N.
(ii) If HcG is afinitely generated subgroup, then N^,H is a torsionless nor-

mal subgroup of H that is of finite index in H.
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(iii) z(G):z(ID.
(iv) The group G contains a subgroup of finile index without elliptic elements

if and only if the orders of elliptic elements of G are bounded. In this case we may
qssume that the index of N in G is m where m=0 is the smallest number diuisible by
the order of euery elliptic element of G.

Remark l. Let -l['cG be a torsionless subgroup of index *t<a. If g<G
is elliptic and if k is the order of g, then k divides m'. Thus, if m is as in (iv), lz' is
divisible by z.

Proof. Let E(A:{z(U:thgre is Sr€\{id} with g(z):z}. Then, by [8, Pro-
position p.151, G has a fundamental domain D such that bd, D\E(G) (bdr:!eu16-
ary in U) is a disjoint union of hyperbolic lines or hyperbolic rays from which the
endpoint in U has been removed. Let Ci, icL denote these lines and rays, i.e.
bdur\E(G):(UicrC)\E(G). By the same proposition, there are g;€G for
each i€I such that gi(C):Ci for another j€l, j+i, and that gil:gi if
S{C):Ci. In addition, if C, is a hyperbolic ray, then g;(C) is another ray such
that C,oCi(C) is the fixpoint of giin U.

'l-et JcI be a subset such that, for each i(1, exactly one of the sets Ci and
S;(C) is in {Cr: iCJ}. Let Zi, i(J, be the cyclic subgroup generated by g;. Now
it is easy to see that G is the free product

G - )K 2,.
i€J

which is also proved in [7, the proof of Theorem 2.6]. Let g(.G be elliptic and let
z(U be the fixpoint of g. Then there is å(G such that h(z)(D, i.e. h(z) is the
fixpoint in U for sofiie g;, i€./. Then we must have g:fu-lgflr where 0<k<the
order of g;.

Now we define a map E: G,QIZ as follows. If icJ and Zi is infinite, let
g(gr):0. If the order of Zi is nr-<*, let
(2) Ek): class of lln, in QlZ.
This defines E uniquely. ff ge C is elliptic, there is, as indicated above, å€G such
that hgh-L:gf for some i€,I and O-k=n,. Then

EG) : class of kln, + 0 in QlZ.

Thus il:e-1(0) does not contain elliptic elements. We will show that N satisfies
conditions (|-(iv).

Clearly, N satisfies (i). Let HcG be finitely generated. Then 9(ä) is flnite
and therefore NnH is of finite index in 11. Thus (ii) is true. Since L(G):
cl{x(Åu{-}: x is a fixpoint of some element of G}, and (i) is true, also (iii) must
be true. BV (2) we have that E(G) is the subgroup of QIZ which is generated by

{class of I lk€Qlz: k is the order of some elliptic element of G}. Thus N is of finite
index if the orders of elliptic elements of G are bounded, and in this case the index
of N in G is the number m of (iv). By the above Remarkl, a subgroup N'cG
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cannot be of finite index unless the orders of elliptic elements of G are bounded.
Thus (iv) is true.

Remark 2. Above we have referred to [7] and [8] for the proof of the fact
that G is of the form (l). This proof is unnecessarily long if one wishes to have only
this result. A shorter proof can be obtained by rewriting the proof in Section 44A
of Ahlfors-Sario [, Ch. I], i.e. one chooses a canonical exhaustion KocKrc... for
S:UIG, a base point xs(lfo, XIQU projecting to xo, and lets G; be the subgroup
of G obtained by lifting closed loops in K; beginning at x0 to paths beginning at .to.

Then one shows that G, is a flnite free product of cyclic groups and that G,*, is a
free product of G, and cyclic groups.

We have also used the fact that an element of G of finite order is conjugate to
an element of some Ztin (1). This follows also from the Kurosh subgroup theorem
(cf. e.g. Massey [4, Theorem 5.1]), and we could have deleted the beginning of the
above proof since by [7, Corollary 2.8.1) G is of the form (1). However, we have
preferred the above geometric proof to the use of the Kurosh subgroup theorem.

The above mentioned proof of Ahlfors-Sario [, 1.44A] that the funda-
mental group of an open Riemann surface is free, was pointed out to me by
T. Erkama.
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